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You have now before you a representation of one of the most richly coloured of birds, and one whose history
is in some degree peculiar.
John James Audubon, The Birds of America

A spotted wren perches on the limb of a pine tree in a field of daisies. A song sparrow stands ready to take
flight from a snow-covered limb against a winter landscape. For many, these descriptions depict
quintessential experiences of nature. As photographs in a bird-watchers field journal they become something
else entirely. Precious and desirable for being so rare, they transform into a kind of trophy that rewards the
birdwatcher for his or her skill, tireless patience, and mastery over nature. At first glance, conceptual artist
Paula McCartney's Bird Watching seems to be a most exemplary specimen of a birdwatching journal.
Handwritten notations recording species, location, size, and markings describe well-rendered and flawlessly
composed photographs of a wide variety of passerines, orperching birds, in their natural settings in locations
across the United States. Page after page of the most wonderfully diverse species of birds are perfectly posed
in picturesque natural settingsa bird-watcher's dream.

On second glance, however, the birds appear a bit too carefully arranged amid the tangle of brush and
branches. Aneven closer look reveals stiff wire protrusions mounting each bird to its perch, matted tufts of
overdyed faux feathers forming wings and splashes of paint creating eyes and beaks. McCartney has
activated her atmospheric landscapes by adding synthetic decorative birds purchased at craft stores. This
startling revelation has you wondering if the artificial might ultimately be more satisfying than the natural.
Part document and part fiction, Paula McCartney's Bird Watching is a fanciful, homespun field guide to a
woodland twilight zone where our unconscious need to controlnature is indulged and our search for an
unattainable ideal natural experience is fulfilled. Featuring a design that mimics the tactility of a real bird-
watching journal and including essays by Darius Himes and Karen Irvine, this book will appeal to the
dreamy naturalist in all of us.
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From reader reviews:

Ruth Barnett:

The book Bird Watching can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about
everything you want. So why must we leave the best thing like a book Bird Watching? A few of you have a
different opinion about guide. But one aim which book can give many info for us. It is absolutely suitable.
Right now, try to closer together with your book. Knowledge or data that you take for that, you can give for
each other; you may share all of these. Book Bird Watching has simple shape however, you know: it has
great and large function for you. You can search the enormous world by start and read a guide. So it is very
wonderful.

Kyle Guthrie:

This Bird Watching book is not ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The benefit you
obtain by reading this book is definitely information inside this publication incredible fresh, you will get data
which is getting deeper you actually read a lot of information you will get. This Bird Watching without we
know teach the one who reading it become critical in pondering and analyzing. Don't always be worry Bird
Watching can bring if you are and not make your carrier space or bookshelves' become full because you can
have it in your lovely laptop even cellphone. This Bird Watching having good arrangement in word as well
as layout, so you will not sense uninterested in reading.

Arthur Coe:

As a university student exactly feel bored to help reading. If their teacher requested them to go to the library
or even make summary for some guide, they are complained. Just tiny students that has reading's soul or real
their passion. They just do what the teacher want, like asked to the library. They go to generally there but
nothing reading seriously. Any students feel that looking at is not important, boring along with can't see
colorful images on there. Yeah, it is to get complicated. Book is very important for you. As we know that on
this age, many ways to get whatever we would like. Likewise word says, ways to reach Chinese's country.
Therefore this Bird Watching can make you feel more interested to read.

Philip Martin:

Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information from
the book. Book is published or printed or illustrated from each source that will filled update of news. In this
particular modern era like today, many ways to get information are available for you. From media social like
newspaper, magazines, science reserve, encyclopedia, reference book, story and comic. You can add your
knowledge by that book. Are you ready to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just in search of the
Bird Watching when you desired it?
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